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ABSTRACT
The success of matchmaking systems largely depends on how
effectively product/service descriptions (profiles) of participants
are modelled. We formalize the multifaceted expectations and
interests of participants as ‘constraints’ in those profiles. We
identify and explicitly define the relevant types of constraints. We
propose a new knowledge representation (KR) model for Webbased matchmaking systems that can represent these constraints.
We present a system that implements the proposed KR model,
exemplifying its features and evaluating its performance.

matchmaking systems. None of these models represents
constraints of all the types discussed in section 2. We propose a
new KR model that captures multifaceted constraints in
participant profiles, leading to the development of an effective
matchmaking system. Details of the proposed KR model are given
in section 4. Section 5 presents a matchmaking algorithm for the
proposed KR model. Key features of the matchmaking system
based on the proposed KR model are discussed in section 6. An
evaluation is given in section 7, and our conclusion, in section 8.

2. ASPECTS OF MATCHMAKING

I.2.4 [Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Methods]
H.3.5 [On-line Information Services]

Based on [5], we discuss the multifaceted nature of constraints in
section 2.1 and characterize additional aspects of matchmaking in
section 2.2.
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2.1 Multifaceted Constraints
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1. INTRODUCTION
Matchmaking is considered here as the process of optimally
pairing up participants from two groups, typically called sellers
and buyers, according to an optimality criterion formalized as a
similarity value.
In e-marketplaces, all participating sellers and buyers submit their
profiles (containing descriptions of products/services offered and
sought, including preferences) and wish to get a ranked list of
matching profiles of other participants, typically from the other
group.

A constraint is a condition on a profile facet (‘feature’,
‘attribute’). In the literature, mostly hard and soft constraints have
been defined explicitly [9, 13]. In this section we define and
describe additional types of constraints. In subsequent sections we
elaborate how our proposed model represents all these types of
constraints in combination.
a) Hard and Soft Constraints: These terms reflect the relative
flexibility of participants regarding the fulfilment of a constraint.
In case of a soft constraint, a participant is ready to proceed with a
match even if the facet value described by his/her constraint is not
satisfied by the facet value of the corresponding constraint of the
counterpart profile. In contrast, a participant does not compromise
with an offer/request specified as a hard constraint.

Participants’ expectations, formalized as constraints, can be quite
numerous and multifaceted, which make them difficult to model.

b) Range Value Constraints: Participants involved in
matchmaking often provide a range for their offerings rather than
a discrete value, e.g. ‘Looking for an apartment with the rent 500
to 600’. This constraint should be matched with all constraints of
other participants that offer the rent in the range of 500 to 600.

In section 2, we discuss several aspects of matchmaking in emarketplaces that arise due to the complex nature of participants’
expectations. The performance of a matchmaking system largely
depends on how well it supports the various types of constraints.
Section 3 discusses various KR models used to develop

c) Multi-Valued Constraints: Participants sometimes specify
multiple discrete values as their (disjunctive) choices. For
example, a constraint ‘I want a shared or a single apartment’
should be matched with all constraints offering a shared apartment
as well as with all constraints offering a single apartment.
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d) Preferential Constraints: For the soft constraints of a profile, a
participant may wish to indicate relative preferences among
various facets. For example, consider a participant’s apartment
profile with rent facet preferred to facets area, type, petallowed. This profile can succeed in spite of low constraint
satisfactions for the other facets as long as the rent constraint is
highly satisfied. Bassiliades et al. [10] have discussed the
preferences of facets in the context of apartment renting domain.

e) Hidden Cost Constraints: In e-business matchmaking, cost is
an important facet that affects successful outcomes. Some
participants (especially from the seller group) may hide facet
values that could increase the cost. For example, a
constraint formalizing “the rent of the apartment is $550,
electricity extra”, should not succeed with the constraint of a
participant who seeks a rent of $550

systems use description logic to model domain knowledge. A
semantic reasoner is used for matchmaking in some systems while
other systems use customized algorithms for matchmaking. The
LARKS based system [12], the Description Logic based
NeoClassic Reasoner [8] and the Semantic Web language DAMLS based system [6] use KR languages to represent knowledge.

2.2 Matchmaking results

Some researchers have proposed the use of a tree structure to
represent knowledge. Islam et al. [3] used a basic tree structure
and proposed a matchmaking framework to identify a set of
matching resources for a job, from a large collection of resources
in a distributed environment. Bhavsar et al. [2] developed a
matchmaking system that uses node labelled, arc labelled, arc
weighted trees to represent knowledge.

Based on characteristics of the matchmaking systems’ results, a
few more aspects of matchmaking are identified.
a) Compromise match effect: A concept of soft constraints leads
to the notion of a compromise match. Two constraints from two
profiles have a compromise match if
i) either one or both of the constraints in comparison are soft
constraints, and
ii) the values of the facets of both the corresponding constraints
do not match.
Different matchmaking systems have different strategies to
resolve the issue of compromise matches.
b) Symmetric / Non-symmetric: If a matchmaking system returns
identical results of matching a profile Ρ1 with Ρ 2 and matching
a profile Ρ 2 with Ρ1 , then the system is called a symmetric
system, otherwise it is a non-symmetric system.
For example, let the profile Ρ1 have a security-deposit
facet and the profile Ρ 2 be without such a facet. A symmetric
matchmaking system results in identical similarity values when
Ρ1 is compared with Ρ 2 and when Ρ 2 is compared with Ρ1 . In
contrast, a non-symmetric matchmaking system results in
different similarity values as a consequence of these comparisons.
c) Result Classification Categories: A participant may not be
interested to have a list of all matching profiles as the result of a
matchmaking process, especially when the numbers of profiles in
the result is large. A participant wishes a ranked list of matching
profiles preferably grouped in specific categories.

3. VARIOUS KR MODELS
Matchmaking systems use some KR model to represent
participants’ profiles. We discuss various KR models and
matchmaking systems developed using these models, in following
subsections.

3.1 Array (Vector) of Features
This is a basic KR model used in early matchmaking systems.
Participants’ profiles are stored either in the form of documents, a
database or in a file using XML. Keywords extracted from
documents are used for matchmaking among documents. A
typical Information Retrieval (IR) methodology is used as the
basis of matchmaking. The COINS [4] and the GRAPPA [13]
matchmaking systems use this KR model.

3.2 Knowledge Representation Languages
KR languages are used to represent the concept definitions of an
application domain in a structured and formally well-understood
way [1]. Matchmaking systems based on KR languages emphasize
the semantics, in contrast to earlier matchmaking systems which
focused on the frequency of keywords. Several matchmaking

3.3 Tree

3.4 Graph
Like in a tree structure, nodes and edges of a graph are used to
represent concepts and relationship among these concepts.
Mohaghegh et al. [7] proposed a matchmaking system in the
domain of online recruitment. The IMPACT system [11] uses
graph to represent knowledge.

3.5 Hybrid
A combination of different techniques is used to represent
participants’ information. Ragone et al. [9] proposed a semantic
matchmaking approach that integrates various knowledge
representation technologies. It uses a combination of DLR-Lite,
fuzzy rules, and utility theory to represent profiles of participants.

4. PROPOSED MODEL
We propose to represent a participant profile as a set of
constraints, such that Ρ = {C1, C 2, C 3,...Cm} . Each constraint is a
quadruple Ci =< a, d , f , p > , where a is an attribute, d is a set
of values to describe an attribute, f indicates the flexibleness of a
constraint and p is the priority of a constraint. All elements of a
constraint are described below.
Attribute ( a ) – An attribute represents the facet. For example, if
a participant has a constraint ‘need 4 bedrooms’, then the attribute
of this constraint is ‘bedrooms’. This field always has an
alphabetical value.
Description ( d ) – The description represents a set of values
assigned to an attribute of a constraint. In a constraint ‘need 4
bedrooms’, the attribute ‘bedrooms’ has the description value ‘4’.
Let D be the domain of d . d ⊂ D . D contains alphabetical
strings or numerical values or a combination of both or a range
value having format like
num1 num2 such that
num1, num2 ∈ R .
As the description is a set of values, it can represent multi-valued
constraints. A set of constraints ‘looking for a shared or a
bachelor apartment’, ‘rent is 1500’, ‘available from September-1’,
and ‘pets should be allowed’ can be represented as <type,
{sharedApartment, BachelorApartment}, f, p>; <rent, {1500}, f,
p)>; <availableDate, {Sept-01}, f, p)> ; and <pets, {allowed}, f,
p> respectively. In these examples, we have not specified any
values of f and p for the constraints.

Consider that a participant asks for ‘2 or 3 bedroom apartment’. In
this case the attribute ‘bedrooms’ has the description value that
can be represented as a set of ‘multiple values’ or a ‘range’. Hence
<bedrooms, {2, 3}, Yes, p> and <bedrooms, { 2 3 }, Yes, p>
are both valid representations and have identical meanings.
Figure 1 shows a rent constraint that has the description as the
range.
Flexibility ( f ) – The flexibility indicates whether a constraint is
a hard or a soft constraint.

f ∈ F , where F = {No, Yes} . A

‘No’ value of f (i.e. no flexibility) indicates a hard constraint,
whereas a value ‘Yes’ represents a soft constraint. The constraint
of a buyer ‘house rent must be 500’ indicates a hard constraint and
is represented as <rent, {500}, No, p)>. A constraint, ‘Smoking is
not allowed, but can smoke in balcony’ represents a soft
constraint. It can be represented as <Smoking, {Not allowed},
Yes, p>.
Priority ( p ) – The priority describes the relative priority of soft
constraints among other soft constraints, in a profile. The value of
p can be any real value grater than 0. p ∈ R . All soft
constraints are initialized with the priority values of 1. The
priority values for all soft constraints are set automatically to
match the preferences indicated by participants.
For example, if a buyer specifies that pets allowed facet is
more important to him than all remaining facets, then priority
value for this constraint is set to a value grater than 1. The
constraint is represented as <pets, {allowed}, No, 1.1), and all
remaining constraints will have p values as 1. These priority
values ultimately used to rank the service represented by the facet.
Figure 1 illustrates how a tenant’s (buyer’s) profile is represented
using our KR model. The description provided by the tenant is
followed by a quadruple representation of constraints.
Profile – Tenant (Buyer)
I am a mature student looking for an affordable
shared or single apartment on the south side of
Fredericton for September. Finishing up my last
year at UNB, I smoke but can adjust with nonsmoking apartment. rent – 400 to 450. Please
contact if anything is available, thanks!
<type, {apartment, shared}, No, 1>
<rent, { 400 450 }, Yes, 1>
<area, {South side}, No, 1>
<smoke, {allowed}, Yes, 1>
<available, {Sept-01}, No, 1>

5. ALGORITHM
The similarity value between any two profiles is defined as a
function of attribute, description, flexibility and priority values of
all constraints from both profiles. For any two profiles Ρx
and Ρy , where Ρx has m constraints and Ρy has n constraints, a
similarity value is given by,

∏ S (C , C )
i

j

Algorithm
1: if (Ci.a = Cj.a) then
2:
if (Ci.d = Cj.d)then
3:
return S(Ci , Cj) = Ci .p × Cj.p
4:
else
5:
if (Ci.f = No) AND (Cj.f = No) then
6:
return S(Ci,Cj)= Ci.p × Cj.p ×
relativeDifference(Ci.d , Cj.d)
7:
elseif (Ci.f = Yes) AND (Cj.f = Yes)
8:
return S(Ci,Cj)= Ci.p × Cj.p × β
9:
else
10:
return S(Ci,Cj)= Ci.p × Cj.p × α
11:
move on to next Ci and Cj
12: if (Ci.a < Cj.a) then
13:
return S(Ci,Cj)= Omission Penalty
14:
move on to next Ci
15: if (Ci.a > Cj.a) then
16:
return S(Ci,Cj)= Omission Penalty
17:
move on to next Cj
The algorithm compares two constraints of two profiles. If the
attributes of both the constraints are same then an intermediate
similarity value is calculated by checking the description values.
If the description values are not same then an intermediate
similarity value is calculated by considering the flexibility of the
constraints. When hard constraints in two profiles do not match,
instead of reducing a similarity value immediately to zero, we
compute relative difference between the two corresponding
description values of these attributes. A routine relativeDifference
computes relative difference which is later used to calculate a
similarity value. We make sure that an intermediate similarity
value for such constraints is reduced substantially. The
parameters α and β are compromise count factors used in case of
compromise match and its usage is elaborated in next section.
In previous section, we discuss how proposed model represents
multifaceted constraints. In this section, we describe additional
features supported by our proposed KR model.

Next section describes an algorithm for calculating similarity
between any two profiles.

i =1 to m, j=1 to n

The attribute, description, flexibility and priority values of a
constraint, are accessed using a notation Ci.a which means the
attribute value of the constraint i .

6. FEATURES OF PROPOSED MODEL

Figure 1. Representation of the constraints of a buyer

Sim(Ρx, Ρy ) =

where the function S (Ci, Cj ) calculates an intermediate similarity
value using steps given in the algorithm below.

(1)

Preferential Constraints: Our framework facilitates participants
to indicate the relative importance among soft constraints, if any.
For example, a participant can indicate facet1 > facet5 > facet3
using an interface and appropriate priority values are assigned to
the corresponding constraints. Changes in priority values
ultimately affect similarly value.
Hidden Cost Constraints – We propose to penalize a profile with
a hidden cost constraint, in the process of matchmaking. A hidden
cost penalty is applied to the hidden cost constraint by reducing
the priority value of the constraint to 0.9. This value is less than
priority values of all remaining constraints (all other constraints
have priority values of at least 1). Due to the penalty in terms of
reduction in the priority, the similarity value of the profile that

contains a hidden cost constraint will be less than profiles that do
not have a hidden cost constraint.

Symmetry/Non-symmetry: We introduce a parameter omission
penalty, and its value can be set by a participant. This parameter
value reduces resulting similarity value, for each constraint that is
present in a Seller’s profile but missing from a Buyer’s profile; or
vice versa.

model for a house rental domain and obtained satisfactory results.
We showed how our system supports all types of constraints
which we defined as criteria for an effective matchmaking system.
The effect of changes in the parameter values on the ranking of
matching profiles is required to be analyzed in details.
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